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* If the 2020 Presidential Elections was held today, would you vote for Republican Donald Trump or Democrat Joe Biden?

46% Trump  
47% Biden  
4% Some other candidate  
3% Not sure 

* (with leaners) If the 2020 Presidential Elections was held today, would you vote for Republican Donald Trump or Democrat Joe Biden?

48% Trump  
49% Biden  
2% Some other candidate  
1% Not sure

* Regardless of who you will vote for, who do you think will win the 2020 Presidential election, Donald Trump or Joe Biden?

48% Trump  
38% Biden  
14% Not sure

* Regardless of who you will vote for, who will your neighbors vote for in the 2020 Presidential Election... Donald Trump or Joe Biden?

40% Trump  
29% Biden  
31% Not sure

* I'm going to read you a short list of people in the news. For each, please let me know if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, or very unfavorable impression. If you've never heard of that person, just let me know.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very favorable</th>
<th>Somewhat favorable</th>
<th>Somewhat unfavorable</th>
<th>Very unfavorable</th>
<th>Never heard of him</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donald Trump</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Joe Biden      | 27%            | 19%                | 14%                  | 36%             | 1%                | 3%      

* Regardless of how you will vote, whom would do a better job as President handling the economy and jobs....Donald Trump or Joe Biden?
51% Trump
42% Biden
6% Not sure

* Which characteristic **best** describes Joe Biden….honest and trustworthy, understands the problems of people like you, has the mental sharpness needed to be President, is likeable or is a strong independent leader?

22% Honest and trustworthy
17% Understands the problems of people like you
8% Has the mental sharpness needed to be President
8% Likeable
5% A strong and independent leader
40% Not sure

* Which characteristic **best** describes Donald Trump….honest and trustworthy, understands the problems of people like you, has the mental sharpness needed to be President, is likeable or is a strong independent leader?

9% Honest and trustworthy
14% Understands the problems of people like you
14% Has the mental sharpness needed to be President
2% Likeable
16% A strong and independent leader
45% Not sure

* If a candidate for Congress or President had a plan for the American economy to create more high paying jobs and increase wages, would you be more likely or less likely to vote for that candidate?

70% More likely
7% Less likely
18% It would make no difference
5% Not sure

* If a candidate running for Congress in your district had a plan to make the United States self-sufficient in the areas of food, energy, and medicine, would you be more likely or less likely to vote for that candidate?

73% More likely
7% Less likely
16% It would make no difference
4% Not sure

* There is a growing movement to defund police departments nationwide. Do you strongly favor, somewhat favor, somewhat oppose or strongly oppose reducing the police budget in the community where you live?

13% Strongly favor
16% Somewhat favor
13% Somewhat oppose
53% Strongly oppose
4% Not sure

* What is the source of most of your political information....Network Television like ABC, CBS or NBC, Cable News like CNN, MSNBC or FOX, Talk Radio, Social Media like Facebook and Twitter or somewhere else?

19% Network television like ABC, CBS or NBC, press 1
36% Cable News like CNN, MSNBC or FOX
8% Talk Radio
11% Social Media like Facebook and Twitter
24% Somewhere else
2% Not sure

* Certain of Vote

81% Yes
19% No

* How would you rate the job Donald Trump has been doing as president... do you strongly approve, somewhat approve, somewhat disapprove, or strongly disapprove of the job he’s been doing?

37% Strongly approve
13% Somewhat approve
6% Somewhat disapprove
42% Strongly disapprove
2% Not sure

* How would you rate the job Steve Sisolak has been doing as governor... do you strongly approve, somewhat approve, somewhat disapprove, or strongly disapprove of the job he’s been doing?

24% Strongly approve
24% Somewhat approve
17% Somewhat disapprove
31% Strongly disapprove
4% Not sure

NOTE: Margin of Sampling Error, +/- 4 percentage points with a 95% level of confidence